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Who is CEDR? 

“CEDR is an organisation of European 
national road administrations that promotes 

Excellence in the Management of Roads” 
(CEDR Mission) 
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CEDR Milestones 
• Since 2003 (previously WERD/DERD since 1988) 

• Over 30 reports from CEDR Technical Groups 
• Trans-national research cooperation 

– Joint funded programme 
• 50+ research projects (climate change, safety etc) 

– TRA conference 
 

• Project cooperation (eg ITS) 
– EasyWay (with ASECAP)  

– DATEX 
– Amsterdam Group (ASECAP, POLIS & C2C) 

• NL-DE-AT Cooperative ITS corridor   

– Joint Procurement; CHARM, V-CON 

Relatore
Note di presentazione
Over 30 reports from CEDR Technical GroupsSP1 had 6 groups,  SP2 – 17 and now 22.   Latest overview is our SP2 executive summaries document.  In SP3 the ITS  Task Group N7 as in provious SPs has been one of our most active and effective groups.Trans-national research cooperation	Joint funded programme•	50+ research projects (climate change, safety etc)•	Pooled fund projects where NRAs jointly specify,  jointly fund and jointly manage the research projects•	Latest example includes partnership with European Commission and USA through the Infravation Programme .   CEDR is examining ways of strengthening this cooperation to ensure client-focussed research and innovation programmes jointly funded by member countries and European commission.–	TRA conference – every 2 years.  CEDR was the main initiator of the event with partnership of European Commission and industry.   Now addresses all surface transport modes.  ITS Co-operationEasyWay (with ASECAP) Founded by CEDR and ASECAP,  EasyWay was an efficient to achieve a coordinated and combined deployment of pan-European services. EasyWay was responsible for the creation of widely acclaimed ITS Deployment Guidelines. The DATEX initiative was developed and maintained under the EasyWay project and continues to be supported by the EU Commission and also by CEDR. DATEX II provides a basis for the deployment of an efficient and harmonised data exchange network in Europe based on the development the data exchange protocol. The ITS Directive form 2010 has provided an international legal basis for ITS and telematics specifications.  Looking at the principal priority areas and actions in the Directive, it is clear that they are underpinned by DATEX II.  Amsterdam Group CEDR collaboration (ASECAP, POLIS (cities) & Car-2-Car consortium of automotive industry.  Collaborative platform to agree deployment road maps on a voluntary basis. •	NL-DE-AT Cooperative ITS corridor is one example of outputs.Joint Procurement; CHARM (NL-UK), V-CON (NL-SE-FR)V-CON = Virtual Construction - BIM (Building Information Modelling) technology makes it possible to control and transport all the information about infrastructure so we have a complete virtual model.  To avoid individual road authorities being locked into the standards of suppliers, an open standard is being developed which can lead to common procurement and easy exchange of information.
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Challenges 
MAINTENANCE 

MULTIMODALITY 

CLIMATE CHANGE 

INTELLIGENT TRANSPORT 
 SYSTEM (ITS) 

€ 
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Strategic focus 1 

Digitilisation and innovation 

Relatore
Note di presentazione
Our first focus area highlights our preparations for the future, changing society and innovationsOpen DataParticularly in relation to information for road usersBIM – building information modelling  improve our capabilities in asset management, more efficient maintenance and improved service levels for our customers – the road usersConnected and automated driving – need a group to act as CEDRs eyes and ears to monitor European and global developments in the fast moving area of ITS A new Working Group Innovation – which will combine the best of the previous Task Group Research with an added focus on the dissemination and implementation of the innovations generated by our research activities.
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Environment and resilience 

Strategic focus 2 

Relatore
Note di presentazione
Addressing the environmental impacts of road and their operations are a key aspect of NRA priorities.  How can roads be a good ‘ neighbour’  for people and nature.  But also how can roads – and particularly the services that roads provide -  be less affected by changing environmental conditions such as those brought about by a changing climate.How can we mitigate the inevitable adverse effects of climate change on our road networks. How should we adapt our networks to address climate change issuesHow do we ensure resilient road networks in the face of climate change
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Safety, operations, mobility 
and performance 

Strategic focus 3 

Relatore
Note di presentazione
FA3 is the core traditional business of NRA.   Improving road safety,  providing traffic service,  delivering integrated network managementProviding information, monitoring and controlling our networksAnd for all of this transmission of information is crucial – something you all know much more about than I do.Increasingly our interface with other modes is more and more important.We have no choice but to respond to the challenges posed by new policies being developed by the EU Commission – last year we initiated a research call “User needs in a Multi-modal context.We also have to monitor performance.  We have to set benchmarks and define Key Performance Indicators so that we can measure how well we are doing.  Unfortunately every NRA does this differently and so we do not currently have good consistent data about our  networks– and we have to do better. 
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Resources and asset management  

Strategic focus 4 

Relatore
Note di presentazione
Our road networks across Europe are aging and most NRAs do not have sufficient financial resources to renew the physical assets that go to make up our networks like our road pavements, our bridges and our ITS infrastructure.  At the same time NRAs are challenged to provide more and better mobility, in spite of reduced resources to maintain the network.And of course resources and asset management is far more than just looking after our roads and bridges.  We highlight the role of our staff  - developing the skills we need for the future and attracting the next general of staff who will increasing work digitally.  We also need to look at how roads will be financed in the future. 
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Legislation and harmonisation 

Strategic focus 5 

Relatore
Note di presentazione
In Europe we have a constant movement involving the updating and the harmonisation of standards.  The objective is to eliminate barriers to trade by allowing products and services from one member state to be freely traded in another.  This is a very laudable objective – but in practice with so much change our NRAs are sometimes very challenged in trying to stay up-to-date and ensure compliance with all the new standards and specifications.  Similarly with legislation.  More and more of our laws come from Brussels and they affect us all.So it’s essential that we monitor what’s coming down the tracks and be prepared.  27 members together can do that much more effectively than each member individually.
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CEDR’s Strategic Focus Areas 

1. Digitalisation & innovation  
2. Environment and resilience  
3. Safety, Operations, Mobility &  
 performance 
4. Resources and Asset 
 Management  
5. Regulations and harmonisation  

 

Relatore
Note di presentazione
So these are the key Focus areas around which CEDR will plan its activities for the next three years.Under this structure the proposed activities will be presented for ratification by the CEDR Governing Board at its meeting in Budapest next month.  And that will set us on a path for the next three years.
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CEDR’s overall vision 

• Organization of and for Road Directors 
• Addressing the common needs of Road 

Directors and offering them practical 
solutions 

• Improve implementation processes 
• Helping NRAs “stay ahead of the curve” 
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CEDR’s interest in DATEX II 

• DATEX II as standardised e-language (multi-part) for 
exchange of dynamic traffic information  

• Strongly common needs in the community of NRAs 
and road operators 

• Improving traffic management and traffic 
information (end-to-end, in close collaboration with 
public/private actors) 

• Strong ties to ITS Directive Delegated Acts and 
recurrent elements (e.g. National Access Point) 

• Development of DATEX II profiles as high focus area   
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CEDR’s support to DATEX II 

• Providing support on Board level, since 
DATEX II is deeply anchored in the NRA 
priorities 

• Providing expert level support by 
monitoring and guiding DATEX II extension 
and maintenance in the relevant Focus 
Area 

• Shaping DATEX II as a successful tool 
helping NRAs “stay ahead of the curve” 
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Thank You! 
 

Go raibh míle maith agaibh! 
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